3D POTION SLICER

Processing factories

NTD-165 LIBRA 165C
NEW 3D POTION SLICER FOR FRESH MEAT!
Save operators and time with 6000pcs/h potion slicer.
3D sensor

Weight the product

3D scan with two eyes
upper and lower

Decentering blade motion.
Individual slice
Use three times by changing
blade mounting hole.

Group slice

■ SPECIFICATIONS (SLICER)
Machine size

200V 3P 60/50Hz

Motor

Blade:AC200V 0.4kw x1,
Feeder:AC200V 0.4kw x1(AC servo)

Capacity

LIBRA 165C Features
●High speed potion slice
Scans in 3D original meat block before slice, no feed back time
and realize faster slice max 6000pcs potion slices per hour.
Available individual potion slice, group slice and normal slice.

●Hygienic displacement 3D scanning
Displacement 3D scanning sensor never touches products.
The product maintains its shape and hygienic status.

●Stable slice by special circular blade
Uses special circular blade designed for the LIBRA 165C.
Developed unique decentering blade’s motion is for sharp
cutting edge. Blade is for use in three times by changing
position.
Original Semi-automatic Grinding devise is standard for
maintain stable cutting life.

L948xW903xH1742mm/approx 310kg

Power

Potion slice: Max 6000pcs/h (L500, thickness 15mm)
Normal slice: Max 250pcs/min

Slice thickness

(0) to 50mm

Slice dimension

W165xH100mm

Ideal temperature

-2 to +3℃

■ SPECIFICATIONS (3D MEASURE DEVICE)
Unit size
Motor
Conveyor speed

L1209xW373(Belt W220)xH946mm/approx 45kg
Receiver Conv.: AC 200V 90w x 1
0 to 22m/min.

■ SPECIFICATIONS (OUT-FEED CONVEYOR) Standard: 1m
Unit size
Motor
Conveyor speed

L1677xW770(Belt W390)xH1557mm/approx 210kg
Sensor: AC200V 30w x 2(AC servo),
3D measure Conv.: AC 200V 30w x 2 (Brushless)
0 to 13m/min.

■ DIMENSIONS (mm)

●Easy operation touch panel
Simple setting touch panel is equipped for
easy operation.

Semi-Automatic
Grinding devise

●Max.250pcs/min. high speed slice for
normal slice
Thickness control slice mode is also available.
Safety blade cover
for dismantling
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